Run.
Healthy, how you want it.
Set your own pace. Regardless of where you are in your journey towards a healthier you —
Montage Health can help you reach it.
For exceptional care within your community, visit montagehealth.org.

Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula, a subsidiary
of Montage Health, is the Official Medical Provider of the
Monterey Bay International Marathon.
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WELCOME

WE WELCOME YOU TO THE 35TH BIG SUR INTERNATIONAL
MARATHON WEEKEND OF EVENTS
Welcome to the Big Sur International Marathon race weekend! I wasn’t sure I was
ever going to be able to write that again after cancelling both the 2020 and 2021
races due to the pandemic. But with patience, dedication, and sometimes-difficult
choices, our non-profit organization survived this unprecedented challenge. We
greatly appreciate the support of our runners, volunteers, vendors, suppliers,
public officials, and so many more as we return to racing.
Those who have participated in one of our April races before may notice a few
small changes for safety, efficiency, and to improve the experience. The main
attractions of race weekend remain: our beautiful and challenging courses, our
dedicated volunteers, and the warm community hospitality enjoyed by our soldout field of runners from all 50 states and dozens of countries.
We thank our runners and their friends and families for their support, patience and
understanding of any new plans and policies. We are dedicated to providing an
enjoyable and safe race weekend experience despite the ongoing pandemic.
Since our first race in 1986, the great support of our community volunteers makes
for a smooth weekend. More than 2,500 volunteers from 80-plus area non-profit
organizations are involved in producing the event. We hope you will thank many
of them during your visit.
On behalf of the Big Sur Marathon events committee, board, staff, and team, we
look forward to seeing you soon and hope you have an amazing experience.

MORE DETAILS FOR
PARTICIPANTS ONLINE
More information for race
participants including bus
loading times and locations,
start line maps, and important
tips and reminders are in the
Participant Guide available at
www.bigsurmarathon.org

DOWNLOAD THE RACE
APP FOR FREE RUNNER
TRACKING
Download our mobile app
for free runner tracking and
race results. Visit:
bsim.info/tracking

SOCIAL MEDIA
Be sure to follow BSIM
on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.

Best wishes for a great race,

Like us on Facebook
@BSIMEVENTS
#BIGSURMARATHON

Doug Thurston

Dino Pick

Race Director

Race Committee Chair

P.O. BOX 222620
CARMEL, CA 93922
(831) 625-6226
WWW.BIGSURMARATHON.ORG
INFO@BSIM.ORG
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BSIM 2022 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

FRIDAY

22
12 NOON - 6 PM

SATURDAY

23

9:30 AM - 6 PM

HEALTH & FITNESS EXPO

2:00 PM

WOMEN AT THE FRONT
Two professional runners, moms, and business executives talk about the
state of women’s running and what motivates and inspires them to chase
big goals. Moderated by Doug Thurston, Big Sur Marathon Race Director
and former journalist.

TIMES: Friday, April 22, 12 Noon - 6 PM
Saturday, April 23, 9:30 AM - 6 PM

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
The 2022 Health & Fitness Expo is held in

Magdalena Boulet is the president of GU Energy Labs, a 2008 U.S.
Olympic marathoner, and past champion of the Big Sur Marathon and
many other races including the Western States 100-Miler

the renovated Monterey Conference Center
at 1 Portola Plaza in Monterey. It is adjacent
to the Portola Hotel & Spa and across the

Stephanie Bruce is a member of the Hoka Northern Arizona Elite
team, co-owner of Picky Bars, and in her “Grit Finale 2022,” her final
year of professional. She just finished the Boston Marathon as the
second American in 2:28.

street from the Monterey Marriott. Enjoy
information, products, and services of
interest to runners and fitness enthusiasts.

FREE
8:00 AMMARATHON
WEEKEND RACE CLINICS

JOCELYN RIVAS

Enjoy a series of free informative and interesting
race clinics on the third floor of the Monterey
Conference Center.

SATURDAY, APRIL 23
10:00 AM

RELAY CLINIC WITH BEN BALESTER
Important tips and information for those running the fourperson Marathon Relay. Repeated at 4:30 p.m.

11:00 AM

DENISE SAURIOL,
“WHEN YOUR BEST IS ENOUGH”
Author of “Me, You and 26.2-Coach Denise’s Guide
to Get YOU to YOUR First Marathon.” Known as “The
Marathon Whisperer,” Denise has finished more than 125
marathons including on all seven continents over the last
28 years and has been coaching runners of all abilities
for a dozen years. Book signing after the talk outside the
speaker room.

NOON

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

VIP AND BOSTON 2 BIG SUR MEET-UP
A brief meet-up with entrants in our VIP and Boston 2 Big Sur divisions
with coach Ben Rosario and other special guests.

TIPS ON RUNNING THE BIG SUR COURSE
A panel discussion with several “Grizzled Vets” who have
run all previous Big Sur Marathons as well as five-time
champion Adam Roach. They will share tips for runners of
all abilities about how to have their best race on the challenging and scenic Big Sur course. Moderated by Bob
Utley; panelists are Steve Paski, Donna Troyna, and
Adam Roach.

JOCELYN RIVAS, OVERCOMING OBSTACLES,
BREAKING RECORDS
Jocelyn is known as “The Warrior” and broke the Guinness World Record
for the youngest woman to finish 100 marathons last November. Based
in Southern California and a DACA immigrant from El Salvador, she has
an inspiring story of overcoming childhood physical issues, discovering
marathon running as a teenager, and scrambling to find official marathons
during the pandemic to break the record. Moderated by Erin Clark, anchor
and reporter for KSBW news.

FITZ KOEHLER,
“MY NOISY CANCER COMEBACK”
Race announcer, fitness innovator, keynote speaker,
and podcaster Fitz Koehler shares her story overcoming
breast cancer with her unique brand of humor and honest,
raw experiences. Fitz has been a crowd favorite at Big
Sur for years. She will have a book signing of “My Noisy
Cancer Comeback” after her talk.

1:00 PM

JOCELYN RIVAS

4:30 PM

RELAY CLINIC WITH BEN BALESTER
Important tips and information for those running the four-person Marathon
Relay. A repeat of the 10 a.m. clinic.
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BY THE NUMBERS

OF RUNNERS
PARTICIPATING

MARATHON

50

95%

STATES
AND D.C.

ARE FROM THE U.S.A

REPRESENTED

MARATHON

11M

11M

65%

35%

12K

5K

72%

RACE WEEKEND

36%

62%

38%

COSTS FOR A
WORLD CLASS
EVENT

BRIAN MACK

It takes a lot of planning and supplies to organize
the race. Here’s a sampling of what’s required:

75 GALLONS
120 CASES
165 BUSES
170 CASES
515 PORTA-POTTIES
1,800 GALLONS
2,400 RACE
4,000 BAGELS
5,000 CONTAINERS

30%

RELAY

64%

28%

70%

RELAY

21M

5K

12K

Algeria, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Costa Rica, France, French Polynesia, Germany,
Guatemala, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea, Republic Of
Mexico, Netherlands, Philippines, Poland, Puerto
Rico, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Venezuela

21M

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED:

52% 48%

The Big Sur Marathon is a non-profit
organization. Entry fees, sponsorship, race
merchandise sales, and contributions help
pay for the event. Some of the key
expenses and their percentage of the
weekend budget include:

OF MINESTRONE SOUP

OF STRAWBERRIES

FOR RUNNER TRANSPORTATION

OF BANANAS

OF GATORADE ENDURANCE

VOLUNTEERS

OF CHOCOLATE MILK
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6,500 GALLONS
8,000 CANS
9,000 GU ENERGY
16,000 RACE
52,000 SAFETY PINS
140,000 COMPOSTABLE
OF WATER

OF SUFFERFEST BEER

GELS

NUMBERS

DISTRIBUTED

CUPS

32%

Race operations, equipment rentals,
recycliing, toilets, permits, fees, sound,
signage, supplies, entertainment

22%

Volunteer grants, shirts,
meals, and supplies

14%

Runner shuttle
buses and vans

10%

Finisher medallions, race
bibs, timing, scoring, awards,
insurance, and expo

9%

Public safety,
communications, medical,
and Highway Patrol
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Marathon Village
WESTBOUND RIO ROAD – OPEN

RIO ROAD

RIO ROAD

E A S T B O U N D R I O R O A D – C L O S E D – S H U T T L E B U S E S O N LY

Bus Loading Area
Highway 1
Caravan
Holding
Area

Portos

Finisher
Photos

Exit
Runner
Reunion
Area

Portos

Medical

Charity
Village

Water

Finish
Medal
Customization

Marathon
Tours
.....
Boston
2
Big Sur
.....
Big Sur
VIP

5K/12K
Start
7:35 a.m.

Merchandise Sales
Race
Results

Soup
Tent

Portos

I N FO R M AT I O N

Adult Beverage
Area

ING

REA
NG A

EW
OR VI

VIEWI

Cheers
Garden

AREA

Awards &
Entertainment

amp

R
van
Cara
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Crossroads
Carmel

Marathon Village

Portos

des
o Pe

Gear
Pick-up
All Races
8:30 a.m. –
1:15 p.m.

Parking / Restaurants
Groceries / Coffee Shops

Marathon
Village

trian

No spectator
access beyond
this point

Bank of America

5K|12K
Pick-up
6:15 –
7:15 a.m.

SPECTAT

SPECTATOR

N

Starbucks

Volunteers

Information
Lost & Found

Marathon
Tours
Hospitality

SPECTATOR ACCESS

Medals

SPECTATOR VIEWING AREA

Exit for
VIP, B2B +
Marathon Tours

Hospitality
Tent

Finish

Shuttles back to
Monterey, Carmel Plaza,
Carmel Middle School,
Monterey Peninsula College,
Embassy Suites, and Big Sur
9:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Finisher
Food Tent

ss
Acce
Green
Station

The Marathon Finish Village is at Highway 1
and Rio Road in Carmel next to The Crossroads
Carmel shopping center. This is the finish for all
events as well as the start area for the 5K and
12K. There is parking in The Crossroads, Carmel
Rancho and The Barnyard Shopping Village one
block north and in nearby neighborhoods west of
Hwy 1. Shuttles will depart from the Marathon
Village to take runners back to their morning pick-up
locations including Big Sur. The Marathon Village is
a small area with large crowds; expect heavy traffic
and delays. Please, no dogs or bicycles in the
Marathon Village.

Marathon Course Map
▲ Monterey / San Francisco

CARMEL

Finish

N

Rio Road – m 26.2 | 10ft

SF

m 24.5

Point Lobos – m 24.0 | 80ft

LA
A

m 21.2 | 112ft

N

T

A

L

U

Soberanes Point – m 19.0 | 130ft

m 19.0 – GU+

C

IA

R

A

START TIMES
N

G

E

Event

Garrapata Bridge – m 17.0 | 220ft
m 16.9

11-Miler Start
Relay Leg 3

Grimes Ranch – m 15.2 | 115ft

m 14.7
Bixby Bridge – m 13.1 | 275ft
m 12.2 – GU+

Start Time Start Location

Marathon

6:35 a.m.

Big Sur Station

Relay

6:35 a.m.

Big Sur Station

21-Miler

6:20 a.m.

Andrew Molera State Park

11-Miler

7:00 a.m.

Grimes Ranch

12K

7:35 a.m.

Rio Road + Highway 1

5K

7:35 a.m.

Rio Road + Highway 1

All events finish at Rio Rd. + Highway 1

Hurricane Point – m 12.0 | 560ft – highest point

AID

m 10.4
Little Sur River Bridge – m 9.8 | 40ft

There are 11 aid stations on the course. All stations
feature Gatorade Endurance first, then water. Refill
stations for those with their own bottles are
located at the end of every other station. Look for
the signs for refill stations. Fruit is located at all
stations starting at mile 10.4. GU is located at the
stations near mile 12.2 and near mile 18.9. Please
be considerate of runners behind you and the
environment and drop your energy gel packets
and cups in the receptacles provided after each
station. Please do not put your energy gel
wrappers or other trash inside water cups! There
are portable toilets located at each aid station.
Each station also features medical personnel with
minor first aid supplies.

Point Sur – m 9.0 | 175ft

Relay Leg 2

m 8.1 | 161ft
Andrew Molera St. Park
m 5.0 | 64ft

m 7.8
P

A

C

IF

21-Miler Start
IC

m 4.8
O

C

E

Big Sur Village
m 2.6 | 140ft

m 2.5
A

BIG
SUR

N

Big Sur Station
m 0.0 | 356ft

Start

MILES

0

1

2

3

4

5

Marathon Profile

7

8

9

10

11

12

Bixby Bridge

Relay Leg 2
6

11-Miler Start
Relay Leg 3

m – mile

Hurricane Pt.

– Aid Station

21-Miler Start

Big Sur Village

FEET

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

– Start / Exchanges

Start
Big Sur Station

– Course

13

14

15

STATIONS

16

17

18

19

20

Yankee Point

Relay Leg 4

21

22

23

24

(Rev. 03-2022)

S

Relay Leg 4

m 21.2

Finish

Yankee Point – m 22.0 | 220ft

Point Lobos

m 23.0

25

26

This is a beautiful and challenging course. The total elevation gain is +2,182 feet and total loss is -2,528-feet.
The longest hill is the 500-plus foot climb between miles 10 and 12. There are numerous rolling hills between
miles 22 and 25. Good luck and enjoy the experience!
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Bus Pick-up Locations
P

C

IF

Lig

PACIFIC

Santa Cruz / San Francisco ▲
A

O

C

E

A

se

ou

hth

GROVE

IC

N

Race Expo
★
A

Pacific
M
un
ra
s

MONTEREY

PEBBLE

B

D

C

te

on

el M

Fremo
nt

BEACH

F

PICK- UP TIMES

Marathon

SEASIDE

E

D

All entrants in the Marathon, Marathon Relay,
21-Miler, and 11-Miler are required to take a bus to
their start or relay exchange area. Highway 1 is closed
to private vehicles and there is no parking at any start
and no runner drop off. Free bus tickets must be
picked up at the Expo. Bus assignments are made
based on where you are staying before the race.
Buses will return entrants from the Marathon Finish
Village to their morning pick-up location after the race.

To Salinas

21-Miler

B 3:45 – 4:00 a.m.
A

II

D 3:30 – 4:00 a.m.
B

A 4:15 – 4:30 a.m.

D 3:30 – 4:00 a.m.

11-Miler

EF 3:45 – 4:00 a.m.

C 5:30 – 5:45 a.m.

G 3:45 – 4:00 a.m.
F

J 5:30 – 5:45 a.m.
H

4:00 – 4:15 a.m.

H 3:45 – 4:00 a.m.
G
J 3:30 – 4:00 a.m.

Relay

N

SF

E LEG 1 / 3:45 – 4:00 a.m.

SF

LA

E LEG 3 / 4:30 – 4:45 a.m.

G

E LEG 4 / 5:00 – 5:15 a.m.

5K | 12K
★

CARMEL

H

Rio

★

Carmel Valley Road

I

J

Marathon
Finish Village

CARMEL
VALLEY

▼ Big Sur

★

Race Expo
Monterey Conference Center
1 Portola Plaza, Monterey

C Waterfront Lot One

245 Washington Street
(at Del Monte Avenue)
Monterey

NO PIC K- UP HER E

A Monterey Marriott

350 Calle Principal
Monterey

11-MIL ER

D Del Monte Shopping Center
1410 Del Monte Center
Monterey

M AR AT H O N + 21-MIL ER

B Downtown Garage East/West

(formerly Custom House Plaza Garage)

340 Tyler Street
Monterey

MA R AT HON

E Monterey Peninsula College

M AR AT H O N
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980 Fremont Street
Monterey

MA R AT HON + RELAY

Drive to the start of the event – Highway 1
at Rio Road, Carmel. Parking at The Crossroads
Carmel and other area shopping centers.

For participants staying in Big Sur, there are two
pick-up locations north of the starting line, RIver Inn
and Ripplewood Cabins and Campground; and two
pick-up locations south of the starting line, Post Ranch
Inn and Deetjen's. The single pick-up time at all Big Sur
locations is 5:15 a.m. Note that those staying in Big Sur
and running other race distances will take the same
Big Sur shuttle bus to the Marathon start line then
take a second bus at 6 a.m. to the start of their race.
Notice: Please do not leave valuables in plain view
and be sure to lock your vehicle when parking.

F Embassy Suites

1441 Canyon del Rey
Seaside

I

MARATHON

G Carmel Plaza

Ocean Avenue & Junipero
Carmel

21 -MILER

J

MARATHON

H Carmel Rancho Center

546 Carmel Rancho Blvd.
at Prim’s General Store, Carmel
1 1 -MILER

Barnyard Shopping Center
Clock Tower Lane &
Via Nona Marie, Carmel
Carmel Middle School
4380 Carmel Valley Road
Carmel
MARATHON

★

Marathon Finish Village
Highway 1 & Rio Roads, Carmel
Post-race shuttles operate between
9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. after the race
to return runners to their morning
pick-up location.

(Rev. 03-2022)

Junipero

Ocean

E LEG 2 / 4:15 – 4:30 a.m.

LA

Fly United Airlines nonstop to Monterey from

Denver, Los Angeles and San Francisco
with one-stop connections from around the world.
SFO

Den

MONTEREY
REGIONAL
AIRPORT

LAX

Fly local

FLYMRY
|
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REG REGALADO

MARATHON

EXPERIENCE
FROM TO START TO FINISH

TIP

Before you board the bus,
make a stop at the portapotty. It’s a long, slow
bumpy ride to the starting
line.

MILE
STONE

At mile 5 you pass the entrance
to Andrew Molera State Park. The
trees give way to pasture land as
you start to climb a gentle grade
up to Point Sur.

|
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T H E S TA R T

I

t’s a little past 4 A.M. and you
are riding in a school bus as
it struggles to make its way
up a hill you hope to be running
down in a few short hours. The
combination of nervous excitement
in your gut, restlessness in your legs,
the winding roads, and the bus’s
modest suspension have rendered
sleep impossible. Oh, and there’s
that guy two rows back babbling
about his running resumé.

CHRIS CLEARY

ANDREW TRONICK

So instead of napping, you stare out
into the darkness of the pre-dawn
Pacific wondering if this ride is ever
going to end.
But it does end and some of your fellow runners hoot and holler as they
finally file off the bus, while others
seem barely awake.
The pre-dawn air at Big Sur Station
is crisp and charged with activity.
Volunteers from the Big Sur Volunteer Fire Brigade and men and
women from the Defense Language
Institute are pointing the runners
toward coffee and the porta-potties.
Expect lines, expect a bit of crowding,
expect cold. But expect an awesome
experience once the starting
horn is sounded.
By 6:15, the area has been transformed into the start of a major marathon by a small army of volunteers.
You’ll soon be shepherded into your
corral and before you know it, the
national anthem will be sung and
you’ll be off….
As you wind your way through the
village of Big Sur, take it easy. The
first five miles are mostly downhill
and it’s easy to go out too fast.
At about mile 6, you’ll start to get
your first glimpses of the Pacific
as Highway 1 draws nearer to the
coast. As you run through miles 7
and 8 you’ll start to see your first
peeks of Hurricane Point, where
everything changes.
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HURRICANE POINT
Most years, runners hear the drums
before they see them. The first
faraway sounds are carried by
headwinds as you reach the top of
the long, gradual climb past Point
Sur in miles 6 through 9. It’s right
around the time you realize that the
challenge of this race is downright
intimidating.

Before too long your body will
protest the climb and the drummers
are no longer in sight.

The Japanese Taiko drums
originated over 2000 years ago as
instruments of war. On race day
volunteers beat out a rhythm to help
runners make the most dramatic
climb of the race Hurricane Point,
520 feet in just over two miles to the
top of Hurricane Point.

Somewhere along the way, the actual sound of the drumming ceases,
but their powerful echo stays with
you. As long as you can hear the
drums in your head, they will push
you onward through every challenging mile, and ultimately all the way to
the finish line.

TIP

However, you can hear their
drumbeats above the sound of
your breathing and the wind as you
forge ahead in your struggle against
the hill.

Match the cadence of your strides to the rhythm of the background
drums, channeling their energy into your legs until you finally reach
the top. At the summit, prepare to be buffeted by the winds that
give Hurricane Point its name.
The downhill before the climb up to Hurricane Point can be energizing. It is the lowest spot in the first 25 miles as you make a sweeping
left turn and cross over the Little Sur River bridge. Enjoy the view as
the two-mile climb to Hurricane Point is now in front of you!
| BIG SUR INTERNATIONAL MARATHON 2017 | 13

S TAY F O C U S E D
STEVE ZALAN

BIXBY BRIDGE
When you crest Hurricane Point and
start gaining momentum downhill,
gazing at the sweeping vistas, feeling relief and satisfaction from having
one of the hardest climbs in any road
marathon behind you, it’s easy to
feel euphoric. Runners get enthusiastic here.
Your euphoria continues as you
anticipate and then finally hear the
soft sounds of classical piano notes
floating up to meet you. Your pace
quickens as you see the Bixby
Bridge ahead and the volume of the
music increases. You’ve reached the
halfway mark of the Big Sur International Marathon and the spot mentioned by Runner’s World Magazine
as one of the most iconic marathon
locations in the world.
The Bixby Creek Bridge was the
most difficult link connecting the

northern and southern sections of
Highway 1; prior to its construction
in 1932, Big Sur residents had to
traverse a treacherous and hilly 10mile inland passage to access basic
amenities in Monterey or Carmel.

TIP

More than 700 feet long and 280 feet
high, it is one of the tallest singlespan concrete bridges in the world –
and its beautiful architecture makes
it one of the most photographed
landmarks anywhere.
The tuxedo-clad Michael Martinez
has played the piano at Bixby Bridge
every year since 2005 – when he
was only 15. Martinez’s playing
welcomes runners to stop and enjoy
the music for a while; sometimes
he’ll even let you play a few notes if
you ask nicely.

Going too fast on the
steep descent to Bixby
Bridge can thrash your
quads leading to humbling and painful miles
later on the course.

The 13-mile marker
depicts a runner taking
a selfie. Seems like an
obligatory spot to do
the same.

BRIAN MACK

AND MORE HILLS
More hills? More bridges? You betcha.
Even if you are knowledgeable about the
Big Sur course it’s always a bit devastating to see yet another hill up ahead.
After crossing Rocky Point Bridge at
mile 14, you pass tranquil Palo Colorado
Canyon on the right before climbing a
significant hill to Rocky Point.
Big Sur veterans think of the climb to
Rocky Point as “The Predictor;” if you
feel strong and comfortable up this hill,
14 | BIG SUR INTERNATIONAL MARATHON 2022 |

you’ll probably do well through the rest
of the race. If this hill is a problem for you
it may be a bad omen of what’s to come
for the next 10 miles. Energy conservation is a must.
There is a point in every marathon when
your mind starts telling your body that it
is truly tired.
Experts say the first 20 miles of a marathon are run with muscle and strength

and the last 6.2 with heart and mind.
Everyone has their “moment of truth.”
You are at mile 20 and the marathon
organization even helps you remember
the significance of this point by putting
another whimsical 7-foot tall mile marker
showing a runner literally crashing into
a wall. Hopefully you’ll have the energy
at this point to appreciate the humor. Let
your heart and courage get you past this
wall and all the way to the finish line.

THE FIGHT
REG REGALADO

THE FIGHT

JASON BUMP

TIP

Miles 15 to 20 can be lonely
miles. Find diversion in the
Miles 15
to 20 can
lonely
beauty
around
you be
- the
miles.
Find
diversion
in
the
powerful surf crashing against
beauty
around
you
the
the ragged and rocky coast powerful
surf
rather
than
justcrashing
staring against
down at
the
ragged
and
rocky coast
the road.
rather than just staring down
the road.

TOUGH
TOUGHMILES
MILES
At Big Sur, most people run into trouble at
At Bigpart
Sur,ofmost
into trouble
the same
the people
course run
– miles
22-23 at
the
same
part
of
the
course
–
miles
22-23
through Carmel Highlands. You’ve already
through
Carmel
Highlands.
You’ve
already
run more than 20 miles of continuous hills:
run more
thanclimbs
20 miles
of Point
continuous
hills:
the long,
gradual
past
Sur; the
the long, gradual climbs past Point Sur; the
epic, adrenaline-pumping climb up Hurepic, adrenaline-pumping climb up Hurricane
ricane Point; the relentless ups and downs
Point; the relentless ups and downs
of Rocky
Point, Garrapata, and Soberanes.
of Rocky Point, Garrapata, and Soberanes.
YourYour
bodybody
is worn
down
andand
your
mind
is worn
down
your
mind
isn’t isn’t
yet convinced
that
you’ll
make
it toit to
yet convinced that you’ll make

Often it’s helpful to identify
Often it’s helpful to identify
a visible target to reach: just
a visible target to reach: just
make it to the next pylon,
make it to the next pylon,
the next
telephone pole, the
the next telephone pole, the
basebase
of the
hill. hill.
TheThe
of next
the next
marathon
distills
to
a
series
marathon distills to
a series
of 50-yard
efforts,
where
it’s it’s
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one to
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to another.

TIP

At mile
22, another
climb,
At mile
22, another
climb,
Yankee
Point,
is your
Yankee
Point,
is your
entrance
the Carmel
entrance
into into
the Carmel
Highlands
its cambered
Highlands
withwith
its cambered
roads
beautiful
views.
roads
and and
beautiful
views.

the finish. And then you hit the Highlands,
the finish.
And then
you hit
Highlands,
where
the steepest
climbs
ofthe
all await
you.
where the steepest climbs of all await you.
It’s a backbreaking stretch that can demorIt’sthe
a backbreaking
stretch
can demoralize
best of runners.
Thethat
Highlands
alize the best of runners. The Highlands
is the place where inner demons emerge
is the place where inner demons emerge
and your body cries out against the pain
and your body cries out against the pain
you
must inflict upon it to continue onward.
you must inflict upon it to continue onward.
Sometimes
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like
Sometimes
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youcan
canbarely
barely
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moving
–
and
keep your legs moving – andmore
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you
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of
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climb since Hurricane Point.
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the
starting
At the foot of the climb is
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the starting
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with
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of the
11-Miler,
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is justwith
about
to get The
more
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walkers.
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about
to get more
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with
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crowded
with runners
and
walkers.
and walkers.

The
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thisisis“the
“the
wall,”
but
at
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Sur
it’s
more
than
wall,” but at Big Sur it’s more thanthat:
that:
it’sit’s
a series
of of
enormous
a series
enormousbarriers
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break
through,
each
one
requiring
through,
each
one
requiringmore
moreeffort
effort
and
determination
than
and
determination
thanthe
thelast.
last.
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rememberthat
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It’sIt’s
helpful
to to
remember
to virtually
everyone.Some
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runners may
to virtually
everyone.
may
have
only a temporary
slowdown,
have
only
a temporary
slowdown,
while
whilemay
others
may experience
a complete
others
experience
a complete
colcollapse.
lapse.
Thankfully,
humanspirit
spiritprevails;
prevails;courcourThankfully,
thethe
human
age,
tenacity,
and
resilience
combine
age, tenacity, and resilience combine toto
drive
your
body
onward.Your
Yourdark
dark mental
mental
drive
your
body
onward.
tunnel
eventually
gives
way
to
light
and
tunnel eventually gives way to light ––and
as you pass by Point Lobos, your spirits
as you pass by Point Lobos, your spirits
lift as you realize the end is within reach.
lift Then,
as youafter
realize
the end is within reach.
the race, a curious thing hapThen,
after
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a look
curious
thing
happens: you’ll probably
back
on those
pens:
you’ll
probably
look
back
on
those
tough miles as the section you appreciate
tough
miles as the section you appreciate
the most.
the most.
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FINISH STRONG
HEATHER MCWHIRTER

Signal a thumbs up to the crowd and, if you
have the energy, raise your arms in the air
for a great finish line photo.

Coming up on the left with 1.5 miles to go is Monastery Beach.
Being that close to the sand and water will tempt you to take a dip
now or later. With a powerful undertow, it’s not the place to do that.

FIGHT TO THE FINISH
You have been thinking about the finish for several miles
now, but passing the belly dancers at Monastery Beach
finally brings realization that there is only a little more than a
mile to go. You are going to make it even if you have to crawl.
You look ahead and hope to see the finish line but the Big
Sur course has one more challenge.
The 25-mile mark is a welcome sign but yet another hill
looms large directly in front. It’s not that big a hill, only about
a 90-foot climb, but it is mile 25, and hills become mountains
at this point.
Several years ago the marathon had a contest to name this
final climb, and in keeping with the classical music theme
at the time, the winner was “D Minor Hill at D Major Time.”
Certainly an inspired and appropriate name.
The last aid station is at mile 24.5 and the long-time volunteers know exactly how you feel. They are the most sympathetic and encouraging on the course. Their “lookin’ good”
yells may ring hollow as you know you really don’t, but their
“almost home” yells bring joy to your heart. Many runners are
slowed to a shuffle or a walk at this point as they grab their
last sip of water or Gatorade.
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Others have tunnel vision, only gazing intently straight
ahead, with single-minded determination to get to the top of
the hill without walking.
When you pass Carmel Meadows at the top of D Minor Hill
you can almost see the finish banner. The downhill running
is welcome but if your legs are hurting or even worse, cramping, you would gladly substitute for another uphill.
Spirits revive as each stride finds increasing numbers of
spectators lining both sides of the road. You start scanning
back and forth for familiar faces in the crowd. It has been
a lonely journey north with only sporadic groups of people
cheering, but now you are encouraged by the crowd and
sure every yell is for you alone.
As you cross the last bridge you can hear the race announcer
calling names at the finish line and anticipate hearing
yours being called. Even if aching and dead tired, you smile
and try to pick up the pace.
Then exhilaration and exhaustion hit at the same time. For
many there are tears as you are greeted warmly and
congratulated and a volunteer puts a handmade ceramic
medal around your neck. You have finished the Big Sur
Marathon.
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21-Miler/11-miler/12k/5k

21-/ 11-MILERS

12K & 5K

THE SHORTER SCENIC CIRCUITS

NOT QUITE A MARATHON, BUT
QUITE A JOURNEY NONETHELESS

F

or 25 years the 21-Miler has attracted a sold-out crowd of
runners and walkers. For those who aren’t quite up to taking on the full marathon, this is a great alternative.

With a 6:20 A.M. start, you’ll have a 15-minute and 5-mile
head start on the marathoners. So as the marathoners are coming down the hill through the trees of Big Sur, you’ll have the
coastal pastures to yourself. It’s a slow, easy climb through the
pastures that open up to lovely views of the coast. Say hello to a
cow, it’ll be wandering the pastures, paying you little mind, or perhaps a rancher who has come down his long driveway to wave
hello as you stride past.
As a 21-Miler, you’re not missing any of the course’s many
climbs, you just might have a little more gas in the tank to tackle
them. Hurricane Point still looms as large, and the climb out of
Palo Colorado Canyon is a good fitness indicator.

W

hen describing the coastline just south of Monterey,
Robert Louis Stevenson’s name gets thrown around a
lot, as well as a quote attributed to the legendary author,
“The greatest meeting of land and water in the world.”
Actually, the quote seems to belong to landscape artist Francis
McComas (1875-1938) and he was talking about Point Lobos.

When you hit the Canyon you may start encountering the 11-Miler walkers. Although many are cognizant of the longer races,
stay alert. It’s not unusual for walkers, distracted by the scenery,
to wander into your path.

Construction on Highway 1 at the Marathon finish line is scheduled to begin right after this year’s race. In preparations for this
upcoming work, traffic signals, available traffic lanes, and traffic
patterns in the area have already been changed. These changes
are causing long traffic delays in this area. 12K and 5K runners
driving to the Marathon finish line to start their races, as well as
spectators wanting to watch the finish on Marathon day, should
allow plenty of extra time for travel.

You also may see the elite marathon runners go past. Take inspiration and give a cheer as they clear the way for you.
The 11-Miler, established in 1999, is often the second race to
sellout, following the marathon. Formerly the 10.6-Miler, it got
a little longer two years ago as the starting area was moved to
Grimes Ranch. Most of those hitting the course from here are
walkers, but these folks aren’t dawdlers: they take off at a good
clip and keep it going.
Since participants will be starting a little later than the marathon
and 21-Miler, they will likely be passed by the marathon winners
and other lead runners along the way.

1
2
k

5
k

In 2003, Big Sur marathon weekend added a 9-mile race, a portion of which included Point Lobos State Natural Reserve, considered to be a crown jewel in the California state park system.
The course has since been shortened to 12K (7.4 miles) for
safety as the growth of the race overwhelmed the trail sections
west of Highway 1. The 12K, a timed but non-competitive event,
is still the weekend’s only event that includes Point Lobos, others
run past the entrance to the reserve. Miles 3 through 5 should
offer the best coastal views as the course skates down and back
the south side of the Point. Along the way you may take in
wildlife sightings that include seals, sea lions, sea otters, and
migrating gray whales.
Both the 12K and 5K will start and finish at the marathon finish
line on Highway 1. Participants for both events will assemble
for a 7:35 A.M. start, so don’t be alarmed if someone bolts from
the start line. They’re most likely running the 5K or have had too
much coffee.
The 5K is an out and back course on Highway 1, starting from
the marathon finish area and turning around just past Monastery
Beach.
The course and its rolling hills fit the Big Sur International Marathon theme. It has two 100-foot climbs with one just before the
first mile and the other just after the second mile. But luckily,
what goes up, must come down, so remember short, quick steps
up and lean forward, relax and use the downhill. The final portion
of the run is flat, which can mean a fast finish where a little later
in the morning marathoners will be sweating it out.
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WHY WE RUN

SOME SPECIAL STORIES FROM SPECIAL RUNNERS

DARLA McCORMICK
I’m doing the 12K in honor of my late
husband. We walked the marathon in 2000
and enjoyed it so much. We lived in Carmel
from 1990 - 1993 and miss the beauty and
lifestyle associated with living on the beach.
We owned Cardiff Stationery and Gifts in
The Crossroads which is now Spencer’s. I’m
walking in honor of my “to be” 70th birthday
this year and looking forward to vistiing my
beloved Carmel.

EDDIE PFLEDGING

REBECCA CHURCH

I run marathons with my daughter.
I qualified for 2020 Boston and
then Boston 2 Big Sur in 2020 COVID killed our plans. The last
marathon we ran together was
Chicago 2019; we are trying to run
marathons in every state and have
run 15 together. We just finished
a 16 mile training run from New
Jersey over the George Washington
Bridge into the Bronx and back.
This is our longest run since March
7, 2020. We are so looking forward
to Big Sur. It feels like we are finally
getting back to normal!

I joined my local running group after
realizing I needed the connection with
like-minded runners to motivate me to
run again. Soon after joining, I met the
love of my life in the group, who had
been part of the group for over 15 years.
In 2018 he ran Boston 2 Big Sur for his
third year in a row and I was able to join
him last minute to run my first marathon
at Big Sur. We were planning to run in
2020 again; but finally we get to come
back to Big Sur again and run side by
side! Running has brought love into my
life! Big Sur Marathon holds a special
place for both of us! Thank you!

NATALIA COVARRUBIAS-ECKARDT
We grew up running cross country, calling our group the Moutain Women. Yes, missing the “n” because one
of us couldn’t spell. We ran after school, on weekends, in the mountains, on our holiday vacations back from
college, and always used running to re-connect from our life travels as we moved across the world. I lost my
love for running while Shauna’s continued on, and I even convinced her to run Big Sur because I told her
how I loved the race when I was still enjoying running.
Unfortunately, Shauna will never run Big Sur as we lost her and her husband James in a tragic plane crash
this year at the young age of 37. In her honor, I decided it was time to dust off my running shoes after having
two kids, and get back out there. I am in the middle of getting my stride back, but I know Shauna is there
ever step of the way cheering me on. I am grateful my body is allowing me to opportunity to run Big Sur in
her honor along side my Moutain Women.

AMANDA WEBB
I trained for the Big Sur Marathon in 2020 - it would have been my fifth marathon. When it was cancelled,
I ran 26.2 by myself in San Francisco where I live. Just over a year later, in May 2021, I was diagnosed with
stage IV colon cancer at 31 weeks pregnant. I completed twelve rounds of chemo, three of them while pregnant. My first child, my son, Levi, was born in July via C-section. A couple of months after his birth I underwent surgery to remove the tumors. Six weeks after completing cancer treatment and entering remission, I
achieved a PR and my first sub two hour half marathon running the San Francisco Half Marathon.
Running makes me feel strong and brings me clarity, mentally and emotionally. I am grateful that my body
can endure it after what it went through as a result of my diagnosis. If anything, I am aiming to come back
stronger. This one is for all of my cancer warriors. Big Sur, it’s go time!
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SOME SPECIAL STORIES FROM SPECIAL RUNNERS

WHY WE RUN

KCIE DRIGGERS
I will toe the line exactly 1 year and 8 days after ringing the bell to mark the end of 16
rounds (6 months) of chemotherapy for stage II triple negative breast cancer. After
finishing chemo, I had a double mastectomy and 28 rounds of radiation. I ran as much
as my body would allow during active treatment, and on days where I felt too sick to
move, I imagined how it would feel to rebuild my base and race again. My running
family (Rogue Rabbits with Rogue Running in Austin, TX) let me show up to workouts
and feel like a runner when my entire life felt like it was being consumed by cancer
treatment.

CARLOS TRUJILLO
I’m a lifelong resident of Monterey County. I
am signed up for my first marathon ever. I initially wanted to do this local race last year for
my 40th birthday but COVID had other plans.
In all honesty, running to me is an invitation
to an uncomfortable, challenging place filled
with adventure, doubt, mental stamina, and
struggle. However, by pushing through I find
the strength and resilience to keep moving
forward, a lesson which extends to so many
other aspects of my life. The accomplishment
of crossing any finish line is surreal! I lost my
father over a decade ago - it will be coincidentally exactly 12 years on April 24, 2022.
I did my first 5k in June for Fathers Day in
2012 in his honor. and now I am dedicating
my first marathon race to him as he helped
shape who I have become. Further, it’s a
birthday gift to myself to stay and maintain
being healthy for my 41st bday. I was overweight for many years, and running keeps
me going! Several years ago, I volunteered
and was the one passing out medals. This
year, I will be receiving one!

Transitioning from active treatment to survivorship feels like climbing Hurricane Point
- hard, slow, painful, a little bit crazy, but worth it. I can’t wait to cross the finish line
with my husband (12 miler), coach (12 miler) and pace partner / best friend (21 miler)
cheering me on, and all of my running community back in Austin supporting me. This
race is for every runner who has politely declined the advice to “take it easy”. We have
grit, and we can do hard things.

KAREN APOLLONY
I’m running the Big Sur marathon in memory of my sister-in-law, Clare, who developed brain cancer and died this past November. She was
in her early 30s and had so much to look forward to: she had just bought a house with my brother last February and they were planning to
be married this May. She began experiencing headaches and when she went to the emergency department they found a mass on her brain.
Three weeks later she passed away. It’s been three months since we lost Clare, and our family is still grappling with the reality that someone
so young, kind, and vibrant could lose her life in an instant to cancer.
This will be my first marathon. I love the Pacific Coast and have followed the Big Sur Marathon on Instagram for the past few years and
labeled it as a bucket list item to train for someday. Shortly after Clare passed, I saw that the marathon had sold out, but fundraising spots
were still open with the race’s charity partners. When I saw that the American Cancer Society was listed, things clicked in my head and I
knew that I wanted to run and raise money in Clare’s memory. Training for this marathon is one of the most mentally challenging tasks I’ve
signed up for. When I think I’m too tired or it’s too cold to run, I think about Clare, lace up my running shoes, and get it done. Since I signed
up and started training in November, Clare’s brother-in-law and cousin have also signed up to run and raise money. We’ve raised thousands
of dollars to support cancer patients and research. Clare was such a thoughtful and kind person, I know she would approve. She would also
*never* be crazy enough to sign up for a marathon, but she will absolutely be there in spirit at the finish line ready to celebrate with an icecold beer.
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WHY WE RUN

SOME SPECIAL STORIES FROM SPECIAL RUNNERS

CHARLES GREENWALD
My brother Jack and I decided to run the Big

JESSICA PANSINI
In 2018, I lined up at the Big Sur Marathon, nervous (did I do enough hill repeats in my training?!), excited (marathon
#5!) and in awe (we don’t have trees like
that in New Jersey...). Four years and two
babies later, I’m heading back for my
redemption race.
Marathon training pre-children looked
WAY different than it does now. I took an
entire year off of running with my last
child and I wasn’t sure if my body would
ever let me return to the sport I fell in
love with 10 years ago. Now, 6 weeks
into training and 8 months postpartum,
I’m feeling strong and hopeful. This race
is personal to me. And you can expect a
teary-eyed (happy tears!) photo finish.

Sur Marathon at the beginning of 2020, when
the coronavirus pandemic had just disrupted
American life. We knew that we had to set a goal
for ourselves in order to get through this difficult
time for so many people, and that if we just had
that brilliant light at the end of the tunnel, we
just might be able to come out better on the
other end of this tragedy. Plus, we were competitive, and I wanted to prove to him that I could do
it. He’s a tough guy; a two-sport varsity athlete
with not an ounce of fat on his entire body. I did
theatre in high school, ate pasta like Kobayashi,
and was settling into domestic bliss with my new
wife. I’d suffer through the pain of 26.2 if it meant
I could look him in the eye at the finish line and feel like an athletic equal. The family lore
would be legendary.
And then, on February 24th, 2022, Russian forces launched a large-scale military attack
on Ukraine, setting in motion a horrific and chaotic chain of events. Jack turned to me and
said: “I think we need to start raising some money - and now.” It was the same urgency
that my brother Joe had when, as a high school senior, he put on free soccer clinics for
the Sandy Hook Elementary school shooting survivors. Turns out, when you put two
heads together and centralize a location online, people are quick to help. So Jack and I are
proud to be running for Mercy Corps, an Oregon-based organization that has folks on the
ground helping displaced refugees in Eastern Europe. We’ve just surpassed our goal. Turns
out that miracles can happen when you put your pride aside and team up with the man in
the lane next to you. I’m a little embarrassed it took me so long to realize!

ANNA KURTZ
Back in 2018, I ran the Maratona de Lisboa in Lisbon, Portugal, where my grandfather’s family is from.
He had been living with Parkinson’s for almost a decade when I had shown him photos of the CaiscaisSintra Parc course, and his enthusiasm and inquiries poured out of him with verbal clarity no one had
heard in years. He dawned over the beauty and how unique it was to see mountains and pines and cacti
all in one frame.
I had told him the only place I had seen such a simultaneous variety of land and flora was Big Sur, CA;
that there was a pretty famous Marathon there; and that I would one day run it. My grandfather entered
hospice care the day Parkinson’s Champions was announced as one of the charity partners of the 2022
BSIM. And I took that as a sign. He passed on October 5th, and I have carried him in my heart with every
step of this training.
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ANDREW WARE
Growing up in the Monterey area
I knew the Big Sur Marathon took
place every year in April, but I
didn’t really know anything about
it. I knew it was a running race
but had no idea how far it was or
what training for and running it
actually involved. I started running cross country in high school
just to get in shape for soccer and
little did I know it would turn into
such a huge part of my life. After
my first cross country season I
started running some of the local
5K and 10K races, which led me
to running the 1996 Big Sur 5K
the morning of the marathon my
junior year. I finished the 5K and
stayed to watch the finish of the
marathon, and finally realized the
sheer magnitude of training for
and finishing a marathon. Once I
witnessed that, I was determined
to run the marathon the following year, my senior year of high
school.

SPONSORS

Thanks to Our Sponsors & Contributors

ADDITIONAL SUPPORTERS
Thanks to these many individuals and businesses for their support
Alvarez Technology Group
American Red Cross
Big Sur Adventures
Big Sur Fire Brigade
Big Sur Lodge
Bill Kloos
Boothcraft Hard Kombucha
Burton & Wilson, The Piano
Cal Fire
Cal OES Telecommunication Division
Carmel Highlands Communications Task Force
Carmel Highliands Fire District
Copies-by-the-Sea

Craftsman
Cycle Stop Honda
Cypress Bakery
Defense Language Institute
Hayashi Wayland
Larry Wilson
Marina Donuts and Bagels
Mid-Coast Fire Brigade
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Monterey Signs
Pebble Beach Fire District
Performance Foods
Private Spring Water
River Inn

Sam and Ron’s
San Mateo County Sheriffs Dept.
ACS Team

A special thanks to...
The County of Monterey, California State Parks, California Highway Patrol, California Departments of Transportation, Ham Radio Operators of
the Central Coast, the Big Sur Chamber of Commerce and the cities of Monterey, and Carmel-by-the-Sea.
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